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While visiting the Kingdom of Wei-Ling, James and Prince Jin set off to search for the legendary

treasure of the Jade Jaguar but soon find themselves trapped in the jaguar's den. It's up to Sofia,

Amber, Princess Jun, and a very special Disney Princess to rescue their families! This beautifully

illustrated picture book is based on a special episode featuring Mulan airing on Disney Junior in

Summer 2014, and comes with a bonus downloadable song, "Stronger Than You Know," from the

episode!
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My two daughters are in love with Sofia the First. We saw a few of these books at a bookstore and

settled on this one. I wish we had read them through briefly first. The story in this book is not the

best. We choose it because it wasn't familiar from the TV show. I'm guessing they will be using this

story in an upcoming episode, where it will work out a bit better. Of course my kids both love the

book and the illustrations and presentation are all top quality. The digital song is a nice bonus but

I'm sure we will end up purchasing the audio CD that includes it when it becomes available.

The book itself if great, but it's missing any instructions or information regarding the included digital



download, "Stronger Than You Know." That was the main reason we purchased this book, so my

kids are really disappointed.

This is one of our preschooler's favorite episodes of Sofia. She loves the song that came as a music

download with our version of this book. The book is illustrated beautifully like the other books. We

like the story line too which is the same as the tv episode.

This book is adorable. The plot line is cute and my 4 year old loves it. She wants me to read it every

night! The art work is excellent and it is a must have for any little girl (or boy) who loves Sofia the

First. The "villain" in the story is the Jade Jaguar who by all accounts ends up not being very mean

at all, and my daughter loves to imagine up her own stories about the Jade Jaguar and her

adventures with him. You and your children will love this book.

my niece is a fan of sofia the first and she loves to read sometimes. she enjoyed the other books I

got her an I know that she will love it. it has mulan in it. recommended for little girls and fans of sofia.

Princesses To The Rescue is the newest Sofia the First storybook featuring the littlest Disney

Princess, Sofia! In this story, Sofia, her step-sister Amber, and their friend, Jun must save their

families from an feared jade jaguar in the kingdom of Wei-Ling. And with the help of Princess Fa

Mulan, the three princesses can save the day! This book is perfect for fans of Princess Sofia and

Princess Mulan!

i want this book for Christmas from santa claus

Again and again thanks for another lovely book.Sofia the Princesses to the Rescue is a gift for my

great-granddaughter next week.Thanks for speedy great good condition once again!!!!
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